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ABSTRACT
Urbanek, Adam, and Kenneth M. Towe. Ultrastructural Studies on Graptolites,
2: The Periderm and Its Derivatives in the Graptoloidea. Smithsonian Con¬
tributions to Paleobiology, number 22, 48 pages, 3 figures, 24 plates, 1 table,
1975.—The ultrastructure of the organic periderm in Didymograptus sp. (Lower
Ordovician), Pristiograptus dubius (Suess), and in the retiolitid Holoretiolites
mancki (Munch) (both Upper Silurian), isolated by chemical treatment, has
been studied with the transmission electron microscope. In the first two graptoloids, with continuous peridermal walls in the rhabdosome, the periderm is com¬
posed of the major fusellar and cortical components which are essentially the
same as those recognized earlier in the dendroid graptolites (Urbanek and Towe,
1974). In addition, both graptoloids examined show important differences in the
fabric ultrastructure of some homologous parts of the rhabdosome such as the
nema in Didymograptus sp., the virgula in P. dubius, as well as the prosicula in
both. These occurrences of sharp differences in the submicroscopic structure of
homologous parts of rhabdosomes within the Graptoloidea are suggestive of
rather substantial phylogenetic changes in the history of the group at the ultrastructural level.
In addition to the peridermal materials previously recognized in the dendroids,
certain parts of the rhabdosomes in graptoloids are constructed of a peculiar fab¬
ric termed the virgular fabric. It has been recognized so far in the virgula of
Pristiograptus dubius and in the lists of the peridermal framework (clathrium)
of Holoretiolites mancki, where it is the only component of the skeleton. It is
composed of layers made of lucent fibrils with a unique substructure, embedded
in an electron dense and homogeneous matrix, and separated by thin layers
formed by this matrix alone. The biochemical relationships of these fibrils with
extant fibrous materials are uncertain but a correlation with certain collagens
has been suggested.
The structural relationships of the outer cortical deposit of thecae examined
in Didymograptus sp. and in Pristiograptus dubius are indicative of different
modes of secretion of the cortex in both. In Didymograptus sp. the cortex is
formed through an accumulation of the overlapping outer lamellae of fuselli,
while in Pristiograptus dubius the layers of the cortex are laid down over the
surface of the fuselli as independent units. Moreover, other observations seem
to indicate that in Didymograptus sp. the cortex has been formed in a somewhat
different way at certain places on the rhabdosome. There does not seem to be
any single, uniform pattern of secretion of the cortex in the Graptoloidea.
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Introduction

of Sciences and the Smithsonian Foreign Currency
Program. We are grateful to Professor R. Kozlow-

This paper is the second in a series of ultra-

ski

(Warsaw) for material of Didymograptus sp.,

structural investigations of the extinct Paleozoic

to Mr. C. Kulicki (Warsaw) for assistance with the

graptolites

scanning electron

and

related

organisms

having

pre¬

micrographs,

and

to

Miss

L.

served organic skeletons. The first paper dealt with

Luszczewska

the dendroids, as well as Mastigograptus, and the

ington) for light micrographs. Dr. Robert B. Neu¬

microstructural

man

into

several

features

structural

observed

were

categories.

classified

The

present

(Warsaw) and Mr. D. Dean

(Wash¬

(USGS) read a draft of the manuscript and

offered several helpful suggestions and criticisms.

paper extends this work and adds some additional
features as it considers another graptolite order,

Origin and State of Preservation
of the Material

the Graptoloidea. As in the first paper, the wellpreserved material from the rocks of Poland pro¬
vides the specimens for which the ultramicrotome
techniques
suited.

of

electron

microscopy

are

The material selected for the present study con¬

ideally

sists of fragments of skeletal rhabdosomes of three

Complete rhabdosomes of both Didymo-

graptoloid species:

graptus sp. and Pristiograptus dubius are studied

sentative of the suborder Didymograptina, Lower

and compared with regard to the nema, the prosi-

Ordovician;

cula, the metasicula, and the thecae. The clathrium
collaborative

(2) Pristiograptus dubius

representative

of Holoretiolites mancki is treated separately.
Acknowledgments.—This

(1) Didymograptus sp., a repre¬

Upper

study

of

Silurian;

the
and

suborder
(3)

(Suess), a

Monograptina,

Holoretiolites

mancki

(Munch), a representative of a specialized family

was made possible through a visiting postdoctoral

Retiolitidae, within

research award from the Smithsonian Office of Aca¬

the suborder Diplograptina,

Upper Silurian.

demic Studies to Adam Urbanek. The preparation

The species were selected to represent quite dif¬

of the manuscript was supported by a grant from

ferent adaptive and structural types in an attempt

the Zoological Committee of the Polish Academy

to gain a representative insight into the ultrastruc¬
ture of peridermal derivatives in the Graptoloidea.

Adam Urbanek, Faculty of Geology, University of Warsaw,
02-089 Warsaw, Poland. Kenneth M. Towe, Department of

The

Paleobiology, National Museum of Natural History, Smith¬

with a normal rhabdosome producing a kind of

sonian Institution, Washington, D-C. 20560.

envelope around the zooids and made of continu-

1

first

two

species,

representing

graptoloids
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ous peridermal walls

(a kind of “test”), are de¬

were described by Urbanek

(1953, 1958), and the

scribed first. The highly specialized graptoloid, H.

associated fauna indicate the Lobograptus scanicus

mancki, with a periderm transformed into

parascanicus

lists

producing only a framework for the zooids of the

zone

(Ludlovian,

Upper

Silurian;

Urbanek, 1966, pi. 1).
3. Holoretiolites mancki (Munch) is a retiolitid

colony is described separately.
All the specimens studied were etched from a

etched out of the marly limestones of the bore core

limestone or marly matrix by use of acetic or hydro¬

at Mielnik-on-the-Bug

chloric acid. The origin, age, and state of preser¬

of 964.90 m, at the top of the Lobograptus invertus

vation of the specimens studied are as follows:

zone

1. Didymograptus sp., with numerous siculae,

(E. Poland), from a depth

(Ludlovian, Upper Silurian; Urbanek, 1966,

pi. 1).

thecae, and proximal parts of rhabdosomes excep¬
tionally well preserved, were obtained from marly
limestone cores of the Podborowisko deep boring
(Bialowieza

region,

NE

Poland).

The

samples

were taken from a depth of 395.10-396.30 m. This
representative of the genus Didymograptus cannot
be

identified

at

the

moment

with

any

known

species, but because of its nearly horizontal stipes,
the bifidus stage of development, and the shape of
the sicula, it bears a close resemblance to Didymo¬
graptus n. sp.

“a,” aff.

described by Skevington
differs, however, in

D. gracilis Torquist

as

(1965:21-22, fig. 24). It

the proportions and degree

of overlap of the thecae.

Previous Work and Methods of Study
Previous work on graptoloids using the electron
microscope has been confined to only a few studies
(Wetzel,

1958;

Kraatz,

1964,

1968;

Berry

and

Takagi, 1970, 1971; Rickards, Hyde, and Krinsley,
1971). Except for a very few micrographs from
ultrathin sections, the nature of the

techniques

involved makes this earlier work difficult to com¬
pare directly. A few attempts at comparisons have
been made in an earlier paper (Urbanek and Towe,
1974).
The principal methods used in the study of the

It is found associated with Holmograptus lentus
(Tornquist) and proximal parts of a Tetragraptus,
which on the basis of its development (initial bud
arises in the prosicula, gibberulus stage of the isograptid type of development) may be assigned to T.
cf. bingsbyi (Hall). Both forms are indicative of the
age of our Didymograptus sp., probably being the
Didymograptus hirundo-D. bifidus zones, equivalent
to the Langevojan-Valastean substages of Ontikan
(Lower Ordovician of Estonia and Sweden; Jaanus-

present

material

with

the

transmission

electron

microscope were those of ultramicrotomy and have
been described in an earlier paper (Urbanek and
Towe, 1974).
The scanning electron micrographs of the clathrium in Holoretiolites mancki were made with a
Cambridge Stereoscan MK.II at the electron micro¬
scope laboratory of the

Polytechnic

in Warsaw

(Poland). The specimens were gold coated.

son, 1960; Skevington, 1965).
The siculae of this Didymograptus sp. have been
described and figured by Kozlowski (1971:327-329,

Classification and Terminology of Peridermal
Tissues in Graptolites

fig. 10, pis. 1, 2, and scanning electron micrographs
A terminology for the observed ultrastructural

on pi. 3).
2.

Pristiograptus

subspecies frequens
dek.

Exceptionally

dubius
(Jaekel)

its

features of the periderm in the Graptoloidea is

ludloiuensis Bou-

patterned after the present authors’ earlier sugges¬

(Suess),
=

well-preserved

probably
siculae

and

tions (Urbanek and Towe, 1974). Two main cate¬

proximal parts of rhabdosomes have been etched

gories of structural characters are distinguished:

from a number of erratic boulders of Baltic origin

(1) the category of fabric, and (2) the category of

found in the glacial deposits of Poland. The pri¬

tissue.

mary boulder is number S.36 in the collection of

fabrics were defined by the nature of their unit

the Institute of Palaeontology in Warsaw. It was

elements

found at the foot of a high cliff made of moraine

fabric is composed of slightly wavy, branched, or

deposits in Jaroslawiec, Western Pomerania, Po¬

anastomosing

land. Specimens of P. dubius from this boulder

substance. The characteristic pattern is a meshwork

The

fusellar,

and

their
fibrils,

cortical,
particular
with

no

sheet,

and

pattern.
preserved

crassal
Fusellar
ground
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of fibrils with a spongy appearance. The cortical

tion.

fabric is composed of straight, unbranched fibrils,

Urbanek and Towe

distributed ground

substance.

of

this

classification

are

given

in

(1974).

The ultrastructure of the periderm and its deriv¬

embedded in an electron homogeneous and discontinuously

Details

atives in the Graptoloidea necessitates additional

The

ground substance itself is organized into a number

terminology for a material recognized within

of transverse rods interconnecting adjacent fibrils.

the nema (or virgula) of Pristiograptus dubius, and

The characteristic pattern is a parallel arrange¬

(2) lists of the clathrium in Holoretiolites mancki.

ment of rather loosely packed fibrils

(1)

Similar material also occurs in the thickening of

assembled

into layers or plies, with frequent change of orien¬

the interthecal septa and in

tation of fibrils in adjacent layers. The sheet fabric

coating of the virgula in Pristiograptus dubius.

is an electron-dense, homogeneous or very densely

The term virgular fabric is suggested to denote

reticulated material, forming pellicles delimiting

this particular material. The unit elements of the

particular fuselli or layers of cortical tissue. The

virgular

fabric are

crassal fabric is an electron-dense and homogeneous

with

unique

material, sometimes with indistinct traces of layer¬

matrix. Because of the presence of these two struc¬

ing but usually lacking a pattern. This fabric pro¬

tural components, this fabric may be considered

duces compact walls of considerable thickness in

as

sheets of stolons and in secondary thecal walls in

When compared with the typical cortical fabric a

Mastigograptus sp. There is a close biochemical

characteristic feature of virgular fabric is a reversal

relation between the cortical and fusellar fibrils

of electron densities. The fibrous components of

(Urbanek and Towe, 1974). More evidence to sup¬

the virgular fabric appear lucent on a background

port this view is given below. The cortical and

of electron-dense matrix. The typical cortical fab¬

fusellar tissues differ in their predominance of a

ric is characterized by a matrix

given fabric and in its origin and mode of forma¬

equally dense) than its fibrous component. In addi-

Table

a

polytypic

composed

substructure

the heavy cortical

of virgular fibrils
and

embedded

as defined by Waddington

Structural Features

Pristiograptus dubius

Holoretiolites mancki

Layering pattern

Layers delimited by
thin sheets of matrix

Layers delimited by
wide bands of matrix

Rather lightly packed,

Loosely packed, abundant

scarce interfibrillar

interfibrillar matrix,

matrix,

few or no interfibrillar

Packing of fibrils

frequent inter-

fibrillar spaces

spaces

Structural features

Diameter within single

Diameter within single

of fibrils seen on
transverse sections

layer uniform,

layer varies,

"septa-

tion" rather radially

"septa-

tion" more bilaterally

arranged, darker line

than radially arranged,

limited to the outer

darker lines deeply

zone of fibrils

penetrating

Structural features
of fibrils seen on

Oblique striation,

Oblique striation,

darker lines crossing

darker lines crossing

longitudinal sections

the fibrils

the fibrils

transversely

at an angle toward

Occurrence

the

(1962).

less dense

1.—Comparison of virgular fabric

transversely

at an angle toward the

long axis of the fibril

long axis of the fibril

Outer part of virgula

All lists of clathrium

in

(or
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tion, and perhaps more importantly, the virgular

equal to or greater than the length of the prosicula

fibrils show a unique internal substructure. Exam¬

reveal that it is essentially a thick-walled tubule

ined in transverse section they appear septate, with

(Plate 2: figure 1). In a section of a nema whose

numerous, dense straight lines stretching toward

outer diameter is about 40p, the internal canal is

the center

(Plate 1: figures 1, 2) and continuous

about 15p in diameter. Its cavity is filled with a

with the surrounding matrix. The character of this

loose mat of delicate fibrils. These are about 400

“septation” is slightly different in the virgula of

A in diameter, show frequent branching or anas¬

Pristiograptus dubius and the lists of Holoretiolites

tomosing,

mancki, but it is essentially similar in both (Plate

spongy appearance. They are similar to the fusellar

1:

fabric as defined previously

figures

1, 2). By way of comparison,

typical

and are interconnected

to produce

a

(Urbanek and Towe,

cortical fibrils are either solid or have a lucent

1974), but they tend to be more delicate. The loose

core, but always show a high electron density (com¬

fibrils of the internal canal of the nema are con¬

pared to their background) and are usually lacking

tinuous at the marginal zone with the fibrils of

in a commonly discernible substructure. Examined

the innermost layer of the wall proper

in longitudinal section the virgular fibrils reveal

figure 2). The ordered and highly packed fibrils

a distinct oblique striation brought out by fine,

of the wall of the nema pass into the loose network

dark lines on the lucent background of the fibrils

of the canal fibrils. This may indicate that both

(Plate 1: figures 3, 4). These are inclined at an

fabrics have a similar composition which is capable

angle toward the long axis of the fibrils. Here

of producing two different patterns. Because of this

again they differ from the typical cortical fibrils,

intergradation between the fibrous components of

which are usually devoid of any such striation

the nema, it may be described as a system open

when viewed laterally. A comparison of the virgular

toward its inner cavity. There is no sheet fabric

fabric is shown in Table 1.

delimiting

the

wall

proper

from

the

(Plate 2:

internal

canal.

Ultrastructure of the Nema

On longitudinal sections of the nema, very faint

The nema is a threadlike extension of the apex
prosiculae and is a very characteristic feature of
all graptoloids.

Although

the

function

of

such

nemata has not been determined unequivocally,
the most reasonable primary function which may
be ascribed to them is that they were connected
with a suspension or buoyancy device
1964, 1970), although Kirk

(Bulman,

(1972) considers their

role as a kind of stabilizer. Whatever the primary
function of the nema might be, it later acquired
an additional function where it also serves in scandent graptoloids as an axis of the rhabdosome.
In Didymograptus sp.

the nema is stretching

free because of the horizontal growth of the thecae
and

therefore represents a

condition.

In

Pristiograptus

primary axonolipous
dubius

(Suess)

the

nema is embedded in the dorsal wall of the rhab¬
dosome because of the scandent growth of the the¬
cae and therefore represents a secondary axono-

regular lines, convex toward the prosicula, were
observed in the basal part of the nema
figure

(Plate 2:

2). These density differences seem

to be

faintly marked growth lines indicating a discon¬
tinuity in the formation of the material filling the
internal canal of the

nema.

Such

growth lines

might be correlated with the extension of the heli¬
cal line of the base of the nema in Didymograptus
sp. Their presence in the canal above this base
has not been proved. A possible relationship be¬
tween these growth lines and the helical line is
discussed below in connection with the problem
of the diaphragm, a pellicle separating the cavities
of the nema and prosicula and representing a con¬
densation of these lines.
The wall of the nema is a distinctly layered
structure with a clear cortical appearance

(Plate

2: figure 1; Plate 3: figures 1, 2). On the specimens
investigated the number of layers varies from 8 to
about 20. The layers are deposited concentrically

phorous condition.

and the majority of them are continuous around
the circumference, with only a few tapering at

The Nema in Didymograptus sp.

places. Each layer is delimited by sheets composed
Transverse
above

the

sections

through

apex of the

the

prosicula

nema
at

a

taken

of densely reticulated material continuous with the

distance

ground substance between the cortical fibrils with-

5
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in

the

layer.

A

number

of

intrasheet

vesicles,

embedded into the dorsal wall of the rhabdosome

rounded or elongated, have been recognized at

and therefore called the virgula, is a rather com¬

places

plicated process in the monograptids

(Plate 3: figure 1). These are very similar

(Urbanek,

to vesicles found within the cortex in Dictyonema

1953, 1958). Existing data suggest that the nema

sp. (Urbanek and Towe, 1974), each provided with

usually appears in two generations. An early, incip¬

its own pellicle.

ient nema, the direct extension of the apex of the

The fabric within the layered structure has a
distinct cortical

appearance,

prosicula (nema prosiculae), is present in juvenile

being composed of

rhabdosomes. Later, at least in some monograptids

fibrils arranged uniformly within a given layer and

including P. dubius, it is subject to breakage and

oriented parallel or oblique to the long axis of the

replacement by a regenerative nema. This latter is

nema, and a ground substance, or matrix, placed

statistically the most common form of the virgula

between the fibrils. Oblique sections reveal further

in adult rhabdosomes. Only in a minority of speci¬

details of the arrangement and structure of the

mens is the virgula of the adult colony formed as

cortical components of the nema (Plate 3: figures

the direct extension and thickening of the nema

1-3). Cortical fibrils lie parallel to each other and

prosiculae. In both nemata the virgula is super¬

are interconnected by matrix material organized

ficially very much

into frequent but rather irregular interconnecting

mentioned above can be distinguished only by con¬

rods

sideration of the structural details at the apex of

(Plate 3:

figures 2, 3). These oblique sec¬

the same and the two types

tions tend to exaggerate the thickness of the layers,

the prosicula

(Urbanek, 1953, 1958). They could,

showing a considerable amount of mesh material

of course, differ in microstructure, but this has not

(m) composed of loosely packed fibrils and anas¬

been detected so far. The question therefore arises

tomosing to produce spongy intercalations between

as to which of these two generations

(or types)

the layers of the cortical fabric (Plate 3: figure 1).

the virgula of the specimen investigated in this

The fibrils within these intercalations pass con¬

paper belongs.

tinuously into the cortical fibrils in adjacent layers,

In spite of small damage to the prosicular wall

supporting the identity in the chemical nature of

just below the apex of the prosicula, the following

the fibrous component in both cases. An explana¬

facts are indicative of its primary nature:

tion for why the same material produces different

a nema of a juvenile rhabdosome

patterns may lie in the presence or absence of

the sicula and U/2 thecae). A broken nema would

ground substance. This latter seems very scanty in

not

the area showing the mesh pattern. The intercon¬

replaced by a regenerative thread and would repre¬

necting rods are reduced to small rugosities or

sent only one of the known early stages of the re¬

spokes on the surface of the fibrils and only rarely

generation;

do they span the fibrils. Too small an amount of

traces of some extension with

matrix might result in a reduction of the ability

longitudinal rods of the prosicula on it. In the

of the fibrils to remain in register (Urbanek and

case of the regenerative nema there are no more

Towe, 1974).

than three such rods and they are usually very

Longitudinal sections through the wall of the
nema

confirm

that

the

longitudinal

have

had

time

enough

to

(1) it is

(composed of
be

completely

(2) the basal part of the nema bears
about five small

broad.

orientation

Transverse ultrathin sections through the nema

of the fibrils is the predominant one. There is

examined with the electron microscope reveal that

additional evidence for deviation in some layers

at different levels of sectioning

and a shift toward an oblique arrangement of the

appear:

fibrils. These sections show the organization of the

a narrow internal canal (some lp-1.6p in diameter)

matrix into numerous rods, many connecting the
adjacent

fibrils

at

irregular

intervals

(Plate

3:

the nema may

(1) as a thick-walled tubule provided with

(Plate 4: figure 1), or

(2) as an essentially solid

rod whose central part is filled with a porous mate¬
rial (Plate 4: figure 2). Examination of a number

figure 3).

of the transverse ultrathin microtome sections indi¬
The Nema

The

(Virgula) in Pristiograptus dubius

formation

of

the

nema,

which

is

later

cates that portions of the hollow and the filled
nema may repeat along the thread, and that one
of the filled segments lies close to the apex of the

SMITHSONIAN CONTRIBUTIONS TO PALEOBIOLOGY
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prosicula. The only difference between the hollow

the matrix in which these fibrils are embedded.

and filled nema is in the development of the loosely

Moreover, each lucent area displays a rather com¬

packed fibrous material of the internal canal.

plex substructure being penetrated by a number

In all sections examined, the wall of the nema

of denser lines that subdivide the lucent area into

is a distinctly layered structure. Particular layers

separate sectors and make the cross section of a

are separated by an electron-dense and homogene¬

fibril crudely similar in shape to an asterisk (Plate

ous sheet fabric, which is more distinct in the

1: figure 1). These denser lines penetrating the fi¬

peripheral zone of the nema and rather faint in

brils on transverse sections may be correlated with

the adaxial zone of the wall. Some layers extend

the delicate, oblique striations discernible on fi¬

for about half of the circumference and they taper

brils examined in longitudinal sections through

gradually, while the two sheets delimiting them

the nema (Plate 1: figure 3).

merge into a single sheet (Plate 4). The layers are

Longitudinal and obliquely tangential sections

not quite concentrically laid down, their number

through the nema show layers coated by denser

being greater on one side

(about 17) and lesser

sheet fabric associated with a number of intrasheet

(about 11-12), which results in dif¬

vesicles. The orientation of the fibrils in all layers

on the other

seems uniform, and is parallel to the long axis of

ferences in the thickness of the wall.
The outline of the nema is somewhat rough be¬

the nema. The fibrils are tightly packed together

(4-6) of

with little space left for the homogeneous matrix

(rugosities), which are undoubtedly

material. There are, however, a number of both

the extension of the longitudinal rods of the prosi¬

small and rather large, longitudinally elongated

cula. They rise above the surface because of a

fissures between

local

undoubtedly correspond to the holes recognized

cause its outer surface shows a number
gentle ridges

increase

in

thickness

of

particular

layers,

the

some

fibrous

bundles

material

of fibrils.

seen

on

These

and/or because of the local addition of some inter¬

within

transverse

calary layers within the wall of the nema.

sections. Smaller fissures sometimes are spanned

Each layer seems to be composed of a rather

with a number of rods interconnecting fibrils on

compact material, provided with numerous irregu¬

opposite sides of the fissure. Such rods are disrupted

lar,

on the walls of larger fissures and protrude into

sometimes

angular,

sometimes

rounded,

or

elongated holes. At places, especially along sheets,

the space like lateral spokes

(Plate 1: figure 3).

these holes are transformed into fissures. The con¬

In spite of the presence of a number of inter-

centration of these holes seems to increase toward

fibrillar spaces, the wall of the nema in P. dubius

the center and the layers surrounding the internal

has a rather compact appearance, especially when

canal are thus porous

(Plate 4: figure 1). At the

compared with the ultrastructure of the nema in

same time the electron density of the sheet behaves

Didymograptus sp. The whole assemblage of ultra-

in

structural features recognized within the nema of

an

opposite

manner,

becoming

less

distinct

toward the center.

P- dubius is regarded as virgular fabric.

Higher magnification pictures reveal a complex
ultrastructure of the main fabric within each layer

Comparison and Conclusions Concerning

(Plate I: figures 1, 3). Transverse sections show two
components:

(1)

electron-lucent,

diffuse in outline, and
rial

rounded

(2) electron-dense mate¬

filling the spaces between

the Nema

areas,

1. Both nemata are essentially hollow tubules.

the lucent areas

The internal canal is rather wide in Didymograp¬

and continuous with the sheet fabric separating

tus sp. and filled with a loose fibrous material,

particular layers. The rounded areas are compact

while in P. dubius the nema is very narrow and

and indistinct at the center, becoming clearer and

empty except

separated from the background toward the outer

material continuous with the wall.

margin of the virgula (Plate 1: figure 1). In com¬
bination with

the longitudinal

sections

2.

Both

for

nemata

the

occasional

differ

loosely

fundamentally

packed
in

the

through

ultrastructure of their walls. In Didymograptus sp.

the nema (Plate 1: figure 3), these rounded lucent

the nema is made of cortical fabric, while in P.

areas can be identified as cross sections through

dubius it is composed of the virgular fabric.

fibrils, while the denser material can be considered

3. These differences in the ultrastructural com-
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position of the walls of the nema are paralleled

according to the data of Braverman

(1971) are

by corresponding differences in the structure of

40|ji diameter; a single wall of the stolon is lOp.

the wall of the prosicula. It will be shown later

The nourishment and growth of cellular tissues

that in Didymograptus sp. the loose fibrous mate¬

only Ip in diameter and several centimeters long

rial inside the nema is an equivalent of the mid¬

seems improbable.

dle component of the prosicula, while the wall

The interpretation of the internal canal of the

proper is a direct extension of the outer compo¬

nema most consistent with the data is that it is

nent of the prosicula. In P. dubius the relation

primarily

of the wall of the nema to the prosicular wall has

simply the result of a particular mode of forma¬

not been established in detail, but there is a sub¬

tion and it probably served no special physiologi¬

stantial difference in the ultrastructure of the fab¬

cal function. The nema and virgula were most

rics involved.

probably formed by soft tissues enveloping them

a

structural

space.

Its

appearance

is

ultra¬

from the outside, the deposition of each successive

structure of the nemata seem to be correlated with

layer being external. There is no evidence in our

fundamentally

different

repre¬

studies to support a recent hypothesis of Kozlowski

sented

species

compact

(1971), suggesting the internal centripetal deposi¬

virgular fabric making up the virgula of P. dubius

tion of the layers inside the primary outer wall of

is consistent with a secondary supportive function

the nema.

4.

The

by

considerable

the

differences
adaptive
examined.

in

the

types
The

for the scandent growth of the theca, while the
rather

loose

cortical

fabric

of

the

nema

in

Ultrastructure of the Prosicula

Didymograptus sp. is consistent with a less suppor¬
tive role for

the

horizontal direction

of

thecal

The prosicula, conical in shape, is a proximal,

growth. A primary function for either is unclear,

early formed part of the sicula—a theca of an ini¬

but in each case the nema in reflecting the conse¬

tial zooid of the graptolite colony. In contrast to

quences of an axonolipous or axonophorous con¬

the metasicula, a distal part of the sicula formed

dition is a key element in determining the adaptive

later, the bleached prosicula appears under the

type of the colony.

light microscope on total preparations as being

5. The present study does not provide any data

composed of a thick, structureless membrane. The

to help solve the problem of the function of the

only discernible features are

internal canal of the nema. The opinion that the

spiral line, probably embedded into the wall of the

hollow

prosicula

nema might

tissues has

be filled

in

life with

been expressed many times.

soft

Such

a

supposition cannot be denied entirely for Didymo¬

the helical

line, a

(intramural), and a number of longi¬

tudinal rods or threads, which are external ridges
believed to be cortical in nature.

graptus sp., where the diameter of this canal and
the fibrous loose nature of the diaphragm do not

The Prosicula in Didymograptus sp.

preclude the presence of a cord of soft tissues ob¬
taining nourishment via the prosicula. But if we

The morphology of the prosicula in Didymo¬

consider the loose material filling the canal as an

graptus sp. has been described and figured by Koz¬

equivalent of the middle component

(mesh) of

lowski (1971:327-329, pis. 1-3: fig. 10). Transverse

the prosicular wall, there is little reason to suggest

microtome sections taken from different levels in

that both were filled with some cellular matrix.

the prosicula in Didymograptus sp. and examined

This seems even less probable for the internal

with the light microscope

canal

is

reveal that it is made of three main components.

at

These are:

of

extremely

the

virgula

narrow

in

(1-1.6p

P.

dubius,

which

in

diameter)

and

(Plate 5: figures 1, 2)

(1) a dark, laminated outer component

places filled by rather dense material, even in the

(o), with occasional ridges which correspond to

youngest stages of development. The diameter of

the longitudinal rods of prosicula;

this internal canal may be compared with the di¬

middle component

ameters of the stolons in Rhabdopleura, which

protuberances that penetrate into the longitudinal

according to Kulicki

rods

average);

or

with

(1971) are 17p-53p
stolons

of

Podoryne,

(31 jj. in
which

of

the

(2)

a light,

(m), with distinct swellings or

prosicula.

Arcuate

lines

of greater

density within this component of the prosicular

SMITHSONIAN CONTRIBUTIONS TO PALEOBIOLOGY
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1.—A longitudinal section in three dimensions through the wall in the middle portion
of the prosicula in Didymograptus sp., showing an obliquely oriented growth line delimiting
Figure

two adjacent helical bands (arrow). It appears in transparencies of the prosicula in side view
as the helical line (i = inner component of the prosicular wall, m = middle component, o =
outer component, oh = overlying helical band, uh = underlying helical band).
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fabric;

greater condensation of fibrous material, not unlike

(i), delimiting the

fusellar boundaries. These lines, which mark cer¬

cavity of the prosicula and having a smooth surface

tain discontinuities in the formation of the middle

but rather variable in thickness around the circum¬

component, are the only structural details in the

ference. The thickness of these components varies

wall of the prosicula that might be correlated with

along the prosicula, showing a distinct adapical

the helical line. This would result from their ob¬

increase for the outer component and a slight ada-

lique orientation within the wall and spiral con¬

pertural increase for the inner component. The

tinuation along the prosicula. This is illustrated

middle component changes little as it tapers very

schematically in the diagram of Figure 1. The only

gradually toward the apex of the prosicula. All

difficulty

three components of the prosicula may be easily

occurrence of these lines with rather short spacings,

recognized with the electron microscope.

at least in the adapertural part of the prosicula

wall mark certain discontinuities in the
(3) a dark, inner component

In transverse ultrathin sections the outer com¬

with

this

conclusion

is

the

repetitive

and close to the porus (Plate 6: figure 2g).

ponent of the wall in the prosicula appears as a

The inner component is adapically very thin,

distinctly layered structure made of cortical fabric

being composed of one to three layers of cortical

(Plate 5: figures 3, 4). In the adapical part of the

fabric only (Plate 5: figures 1, 3i). Particular layers

prosicula this component is made of some 10-12

are separated only by sheets without vesicles, thus

layers of cortical fabric, producing in this way a

giving this structure a compact character.

Each

heavy coating on the surface of the prosicula. In

layer is composed of very tightly packed fibrils,

sections through the more adapertural parts of the

which have a uniform orientation within any

prosicula, the outer component consists only of

layer but are different in adjacent layers. At certain

about five layers and is not much thicker than the

places the inner component is strongly reduced

inner component. The fibers within the outer com¬

and appears transformed merely into a condensa¬

ponent are rather densely packed, as well as uni¬

tion of fibrous material. At the middle of the prosi¬

formly oriented within a given layer. The pre¬

cula the thickness of the inner component increases

dominant

and

to be almost equal to that in the outer component.

longitudinal with respect to the long axis of the

It is made of about five or six layers containing

prosicula. Rarely are they transverse. The layers

a few vesicles.

orientation

seems

to

be

oblique

given

are separated by sheet fabric with numerous vesi¬

This simple structural pattern of the prosicula

cles. These are elongated laterally and few of them

is modified to some extent at two places: at the

occupy an intersheet position. Most are scattered

apex and at the aperture

within the cortical layers

(Plate 5: figures 3, 4o).

Figure 3). At the apex of the prosicula the outer

The middle component of the prosicula is made

component of the prosicular wall passes gradually

of a loose mat of fibrils producing an irregular

into the wall of the nema with continuity in most

network. The diameter of these fibrils is about

layers. Additional layers are added, or intercalated,

the same as in the fibrils of the outer component,

to accommodate the increase in thickness as the

the difference being in their mesh pattern. This

diameter

spongy material

component pro¬

There is no doubt therefore that the wall of the

duces swellings or protuberances entering into the

nema is an extension of the outer component of

longitudinal rods, acting in this way as a founda¬

the prosicular wall

in

the middle

tion. There is a gradual passage within each pro¬
tuberance
loose
fibrils,

(which is in fact a list or keel) from a

mesh

into

a

thus giving

of

the

(Diagram: Figure 2a,b;

prosicula

gradually

decreases.

(Plate 7: figure 1).

The fate of the two remaining components of
the wall at the apex of the prosicula is less clear.

more condensed

packing of

Longitudinal sections reveal that the middle and

them

appearance.

inner components taper gradually toward the apex,

The whole structure

a

cortical

of both

the latter already quite thin within the apical part

fabrics with a considerable share of vesicular tissue

is a combination

of the prosicula. The diagram (Figure 2a,b) shows

on the slopes and at the top of the protuberance.
Growth

lines

within

decreasing gradually toward the apex and coated

(Plate 6: figure lg) were identified with the elec¬

by a thin, denser layer that is a continuation of

arcuate

middle

a wedge-shaped layer of the middle component

component

tron microscope as

the

lines representing a

the inner component. Examination of additional

c

Figure 2.—a and n are alternative in¬
terpretations of the observed structure
at the apex of prosicula and the base
of nema in Didymograptus sp. (d =
diaphragm, ic = internal canal of the
nema, in = inner part of the wall in
nema, on = outer part of the wall of
nema, 1-7 = successive growth bands
of the fibrous infilling of the nema
and within the middle component of
the prosicular wall near the apex).
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sections has proven that the middle component

Kraft’s

either tapers almost completely at the apex

in

(Fig¬

(1926) first description of the diaphragm

Orthograptus gracilis

(Roemer)

as

a

“mem-

or meets it as an extremely narrow strip

branartige Abdichtung” agrees with the situation

with overlying loose fibrous material, which appears

recognized with the electron microscope in Didy-

to fill the internal canal of the nema (Figure 2a).

mograptus sp. The presence of a diaphragm in

There is not, however, any sharp line to delimit

the apex of the prosicula has been reported by

ure

2b)

both fibrous materials, producing a situation some¬

Kozlowski (1971:329, fig. 10 and pi. 1: fig. 1). His

what difficult to interpret. Because of the coinci¬

observations indicated

dence in the decrease of the middle prosicular

concave-convex membrane with

component and the simultaneous appearance of

facing the cavity of the prosicula, and pierced in

the fibrous infilling of the nema canal and because

the center by a small, round opening. These obser¬

of the lack of a sharp discontinuity between them,

vations may be restated on the basis of the electron

the data can be interpreted in two ways.

microscopic studies, but with some modifications.

The first alternative is that the middle and inner
components

taper at

and

is

a

its concave side

The diaphragm is not a single structure of the

material is independent in the cavity of the nema

growth lamellae fused together. This membrane¬

in spite of its close contact

(Figure 2b). In this

like condensation of the fibrous material is not

case the nema is continuous only with the outer

completely continuous, but shows a number of

component

disruptions filled by loose fibrous material

prosicular wall.

the

diaphragm

membrane type, but consists of a number of dense

the

apex

the

fibrous

of

the

that

The

second

possibility is that, in addition to the outer compo¬
nent,

the middle component is also continuous

through the center of the diaphragm, and exam¬

with the nema, specifically with the fibrous mate¬

ined with the light microscope only, showed the

rial filling the canal of the nema (Figure 2a). After

diaphragm to be a delicate substance, straw-yellow

a strong reduction in thickness the middle compo¬

in

nent

(Plate 7:

expands

rapidly

in

combination

with

a

figure

color,

Id).

with

A

a

transverse

microtome

(Plate

7:

section

number of irregular openings

figure 2d). The presence of a single,

loosening up in the packing of the fibers—a factor

centrally placed opening, occupying one-third of

responsible for the difference in appearance of the

the diaphragm as mentioned by Kozlowski

fibrous material within the middle component of

was, however, not confirmed. Moreover, the irregu¬

the prosicula and within the canal of the nema.

lar openings recognized in the diaphragm do not

The

compatible

seem to be ducts (or similar anatomical foramina),

with the observed continuity of the helical line,

but rather appear as either primary imperfections

which is probably linked with the growth lines in

in

the middle component of the prosicula and the

features.

second

interpretation

is

more

fibrous canal material in the nema.

construction

or

as

secondary

(1971)

preservational

A number of delicate growth lamellae in the

Another difference in the structural pattern of

material filling the internal canal at the base of

the fibrous material filling the internal canal at

the nema may be correlated with the extension of

the very base of the nema is the presence of the

the helical line onto the basal part of the nema

faint but easily discernible growth lines marking

prosiculae (comp. Kozlowski, 1971, fig. 10 and our

some discontinuity in the formation of this mate¬

Plate 7: figure 1, arrows). It is suggested here that

rial

(Plate 7: arrows). These are delicate densities

these growth lines on bleached specimens are seen

of arcuate outline when examined on longitudinal

through the wall of the nema to produce the effect

sections.

fibrous

of a spiral thread within it. It seems therefore that

infilling of the nema there is a dome shape where

the helical line is connected with discontinuities

growth lines merge and condense together. The

within the fibrous component of the prosicula and

central part of this structure is made of two growth

the nema prosiculae.

At

the bottom of the internal

lines joined together, forming a double layer. The

At its aperture the structure of the prosicula is

position and nature of this condensation of fibrous

shown in Plate 8 and Figure 2. The middle com¬

material locates the so-called diaphragm, a mem¬

ponent of the prosicula has a blunt end made of

brane

the

a mesh of fibrils, discontinuously displaced and

nema and prosicula, at least in some graptoloids.

separated by extensive empty spaces. The outer

supposed

to

separate

the

cavities

of

13
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Figure 3.—An interpretation of the structure at the aperture of prosicula and at the boundary
of pro- and metasicula (ath = apertural thickening of the prosicula, frf2 = successive fuselli
of the metasicula, i = inner component of the prosicular wall, o = outer component of the
prosicular wall, psi = prosicula, psi/msi = boundary between pro- and metasicula).
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(o) is rather thin and composed of a

usually composed of seven or eight layers. The

number of strongly condensed layers of sheet fab¬

number of layers increases at the position of the

ric accompanied by strongly elongated vesicles and

longitudinal rods where there are 14 to 18. A cross

containing

section through

component

few

cortical

fibrils.

It

overlaps

the

the prosicula halfway along its

apertural border and tapers rapidly on the inner

length shows six or seven well-defined rods, repre¬

side. The aperture is provided with a number of

sented by swellings of the wall, and producing

layers of cortical aspect, which are densely crowded

ridges on the outer surface.

and provided with numerous elongated or rounded
vesicles. To some extent the layers overlap

the

The innermost layers recognized within the wall
are made of a distinctly fibrous fabric with a corti¬

apertural margin from both sides. This structure

cal appearance

undoubtedly corresponds to the apertural thicken¬

layer is delimited by electron-dense sheet fabric

ing (ath) of the prosicula described in a number

associated with a few intrasheet vesicles. Some of

of graptoloids. Although slightly angular in cross-

these are modified into fissures enveloped by pel¬

section, it produces a cylindrical appearance when

licular material, producing locally a doubled sheet

viewed laterally in the light microscope, and it has

surrounding these intrasheet fissures. More of them,

a similar look on deep tangential microtome sec¬

however, have similar fissure-like extra sheet spaces

tions (Plate 8: figure la). The apertural thickening

formed as a result of a disjunction between the

is overlain by successive fuselli of the metasicula

underlying fibrous material of a given layer and

and the outer lamella of the first one is placed on

the sheet coating it. The layers composing the wall

it directly

commonly taper, producing at places wedge-shaped

3fa,fo).

(Plate 8:

The

figure 2f;

inner component

diagram:
(i)

Figure

of the

prosi-

(Plate 10: figure 2 on left). Each

terminations.

cular wall does not constitute a continuation of

The fabric within the innermost layers may be

the outer component but is formed independently

classified as cortical, since the fibers examined on

as a rather thin, compact condensation of fibrous

longitudinal

material as an extension of the inner arm of the

striations characteristic of the virgular fabric in

apertural thickening.

the adjacent nema.

A number of thin-walled, membranaceous exter¬
nal “blisters’'
prosicula

(Plate 9) have been observed on the

of Didymograptus

some

of

do

not

show

the

oblique

The outer layers of the prosicula wall are made
of a rather compact material with

a less well-

them

defined fibrous appearance. It is separated by dis¬

being as large as the prosicula itself (comp. Kozl-

tinct sheets devoid of vesicles or fissures (Plate 10:

owski,

fig. 3). They may represent

figure 2 on right). The main part of the longitu¬

the results of some pathological effects on the soft

dinal rods is composed of this material, which is

tissues surrounding the periderm

not

1971, pi. 2:

sp.,

sections

(inflammations

unlike

the

material,

also

characteristically

caused by foreign bodies or parasitic organisms?).

“porous,” recognized in the central part of the

A small protuberance of this kind situated just

virgula. The lateral transition of the longitudinal

above the initial bud and sectioned transversely

rods into the virgula and the relationship between

is shown. It is made of loosely displaced fibrous

this material and the components of the virgula

material, coated as well as divided obliquely by a

proper have not been established on the sections

thin, dense layer. The considerable thickness of the

examined.

underlying

outer

component

of

the

prosicula

The outer surface of the prosicula is smooth,

implies a late appearance of this “blister” after

being coated with sheet fabric. The inner surface

the formation of the initial bud.

is made of fibrils without sheet fabric, but in spite
of this it is also rather smooth. There are no fila¬
mentous outgrowths on the inner surface similar

The Prosicula in Pristiograptus dubius

to those in the nema (Plate 10: figure 1).
Ultrathin

sections

made

at

different

through the prosicula in this species

levels

(Plate

The somewhat vesicular and rather loose mate¬

10)

rial recognized at the base of the longitudinal rods

reveal a picture surprisingly different from that

extends transitionally within the same layer into

recognized in similar parts of the rhabdosome in

normal cortical fabric

Didymograptus sp. The wall is distinctly layered,

is probably the result of a local loosening of the

(Plate

10: figure 3). This
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fibrils. The structure of the prosicula in P. dubius

helical line agrees with its position as intramural.

is much simpler than that in Didymograptus sp.

Scanning

But surprisingly no features were recognized with¬

species (Kozlowski, 1971: pi. 3: figs. 1, 2) show the

in the wall which could be correlated with the

helical line in the form of hoops slightly protrud¬

helical line.

ing over the external surface. This could be a

micrographs

of

the

prosicula

in

this

secondary mechanical effect ascribed to a slight
collapse

of

the

periderm

between

the

adjacent

Comparisons and Conclusions Concerning the

sutures as a result of desiccation.

Prosicula

4. No traces of any structures which could be
1. In spite of a great similarity in the gross mor¬
phology of the prosicula
and in P.

in Didymograptus sp.

dubius, a closer examination reveals

positively correlated with the helical line have been
found in

the

prosicula of P.

dubius. Although

the helical line has been recognized in some mono-

remarkable differences in their micro- and ultra¬

graptids

structure. The prosicula of the former is thick-

very faint and barely discernible or even lacking

walled and made of three different components:
(a) an outer, made of layered cortical fabric,

(b)

(Kraft, 1926; Walker, 1953), it is always

(Urbanek,

1953,

1958,

dubius, neither Cox

1959,

1966,

1970).

In P.

(1934) nor Urbanek

(1951,

a middle, of fibrous mesh material, and (c) an inner,

1958) were able to find reliable traces of the helical

again of cortical appearance. The mesh material

line. This was explained at the time as a result of

of the middle component seems to represent the

an unsatisfactory state in the preservation of the

primary prosicular tissue, as the others are added

specimens. But the absence of mesh material from

at somewhat later growth stages. The prosicula

the prosicular wall in P. dubius provides another

in P. dubius, on the other hand, is thin walled and

interpretation. At least some monograptids may

simpler in composition, its inner layers being made

lack a helical line because of a reduction in the

of cortical fabric, covered by an outer compact

primary

layered material, not unlike such material within

structure may be linked. Further ultrastructural

the central part of its virgula. Both prosiculae thus

study should clarify this problem.

reveal

fundamental

differences

in

ultrastructure

prosicular

component

with

which

this

5. In contrast to the internal position of the

that are paralleled by differences in the ultrastruc¬

helical

ture of their nemata.

threads (rods) of the prosicula has been shown to

2. The only structures which might be correlated

line,

the

position

of

the

longitudinal

be external.

with the helical line in Didymograptus sp. are the
growth lines observed within the middle compo¬
nent of the prosicular wall. These growth lines
(Figure 1) can be interpreted in the light of Kozlowski’s

observation

(1971:327)

that

the

helical

Ultrastructure of the Metasicula
The metasicula is formed after the prosicula and
constitutes a distal portion of the

sicula.

Both

line is in fact a sort of suture between the whorls

portions differ distinctly in their structure and the

of a spirally coiled band of which the prosicula is

metasicula is composed of fusellar growth bands,

composed

Individual

the growth lines of which produce a ventral and

whorls are sometimes separated as a result of dis¬

a dorsal zigzag suture. The sharp contrast in the

integration of the prosicula

(Kozlowski, 1971, pi.

structure of the prosicula and metasicula has been

2: fig. 2). Our studies indicate, however, that these

interpreted as the result of a metamorphosis of

sutures are confined to the middle (primary) com¬

the siculozooid

ponent of the prosicula. Thus elongation of the

interpretation

nema cannot be related to the growth of the spiral

scope studies indicate that this sharp difference has

band alone because the nema proper is an exten¬

in some cases been based on a change in the mode

sion

of secretion of the

of

(see

the

also

outer

Andres,

component

1961).

of

the

prosicula

(comp. Kozlowski, 1971:327).

(Kozlowski, 1949). Although this
seems

reasonable,

electron

micro¬

peridermal substance rather

than on a substantial difference in the nature of

3. Recognition that the growth lamellae inside

the fabric. The fusellar material of the metasicular

the middle component of the prosicula in Didymo¬

tissue does not differ much in ultrastructure from

graptus sp. may correspond to the sutures of the

the mesh material recognized in the middle com-
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ponent

of

the

prosicula

in

Didymograptas

sp.,

merous vesicles, many linked with the outer lamel¬

although both are quite differently organized at

la at the top of the fuselli

the microstructural level. The fabric of the prosi¬

Plate

cula in P. dubius differs sharply from that in the

situated at the oblique suture of the fuselli.

12:

figure

(interfusellar sutures,

1), and with the outer lamella

metasicula.
The Metasicula in
The Metasicula in

Didymograptus

sp.

Pristiograptus dubius

As in Didymograptus sp. the metasicula is made

A young metasicula examined in Didymograptus

of a number of fusellar growth bands laid down

sp., made of some 25 fuselli, has at its aperture

alternately on one side and then the other. The

ventral and dorsal shovel-like processes

main differences are:

(Plate 8:

(1) the presence of peculiar

figure lm). The first fuselli laid down over the

“black rings” of the metasicula in P. dubius, which

apertural thickening of the prosicula are rather

are internal, secondary thickenings showing traces

low and provided with flattened, or even slightly

of

concave tops

(Plate 8: figure 2). Later fuselli are

light microscope; and (2) a greater elaboration of

taller, their tops being inclined toward the inner

the aperture, which in P. dubius is provided with

side of the wall and at the interfusellar suture on

a

the outer side is a prominent ridge

"virgella,” and a short, shovel-like dorsal process.

(Plate

11:

lamellar structure

prominent ventral

when

examined

apertural

with

spine called

the

the

Transverse ultrathin sections through a proxi¬

figure 2).
Each fusellus is composed of the body, made

mal portion of the metasicula reveal two structural

of loose fibrils with a typically fusellar appearance,

patterns.

and of the outer lamella. The latter is produced

taken at the level of the internal thickenings (Plate

at the margin of the fusellus as a result of the con¬

13: figure 1), and the second is obtained when such

densation of the fibrils. Although the outer lamella

sections pass between these internal “black rings”

contains fibrils that are not always well ordered

One

is

combined

with

cross

sections

(Plate 13: figure 2).

and straight, some being wavy and irregularly dis¬

The outer components correspond to cortex and

placed, it resembles cortical fabric. The thickness

fusellum. The metasicula of the young rhabdosome

of the outer lamella varies. It is very thin at some

(stage of H/2 thecae) is already coated in its proxi¬

places, especially at the top of the fusellus, but

mal region by about five layers of cortex with well-

slightly thicker on the lateral sides. There is no

defined

well-defined sheet to border the fuselli and dis¬

adjacent to the sheets, or occasionally of an intra¬

tinctly

sheet

delimit

their outer

lamellae

(Plate

11).

sheets.

nature

A

are

number
present,

of

fissure-like

giving

the

spaces,

cortex

an

Fuselli are superimposed, with the body of one

appearance

fusellus resting immediately on the top of the pre¬

The cortical fibrils within the layers are longitu¬

ceding one without producing its own outer lamella

dinally arranged with respect to the main axis of

at the base. The outer lamellae, however, show

the sicula. Only in one or two layers are they

some overlap on the lateral sides and this tends to

transverse.

be greater at the inner surface facing the cavity
of the metasicula

peculiar

to

P

dubius

(see

below).

The fusellar component of the metasicular wall

(Plate 11). This overlap results

is made of a rather dense felt of fibrous material,

in some accumulation of outer lamellae, so as to

the fibrils being somewhat coarser than those in

produce two, or in some places even three, layers

Didymograptus sp.

of cortical-like deposit

The

constitutes the body of the fusellus is coated by

analogous structure on the outer side is generally

the transversally arranged fibrils corresponding to

thinner, insofar as it is seen by transverse ultrathin

the outer lamella of the fusellus. The fibrils are

sections (Plate 12: figures 1, 2). The outer cortical

oriented normal to the outer pellicle of each fusel¬

deposit formed in this way in the young metasicula

lus. Some fuselli display a considerable overlap of

is usually less well preserved, being damaged and

their oblique sutures, and at places delicate traces

composed of somewhat distorted fibrils.

of an outer pellicle, in addition to the outer lamel¬

Both

longitudinal

on

and

the

inner side.

transverse

sections

through the metasicula show the presence of nu¬

This fibrous material

which

la, are discernible.
On

both

longitudinal

and

transverse

sections
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through the internal ring (Plate 13: figures 1, 3)

metasicula are: the dorsal process and the virgella

a dense, almost homogeneous, deposit covers the

formed at the ventral zigzag suture. The dorsal

inner surface of the fusellar component. It shows

process

only faint traces of layering due to greater den¬

growth of the margin

sities, which are as dense as the sheet material

microtome sections reveal an indistinct production

within the cortex. These densities and some very

of one or two fuselli and a number of layers (7-10)

fine

features

of dense cortical fabric, enveloping the last fuselli

within this material. Cross sections taken between

to produce a distinct cylindrical thickening at the

the

heavy

border (Plate 15: figure 2). Some of these cortical

internal deposit, their inner surface covered by

layers taper within the thickening, some gradually

one to three thin layers of cortical fabric separated

decrease in thickness toward its base.

fissures

are

metasicular

the

only

internal

recognizable
rings

reveal

a

by thin sheets.

is a slightly introverted

shovel-like

out¬

(Plate 15: figure 1). Ultra¬

The virgella, a prominent spine, is formed on
metasicula

the ventral zigzag suture by a special arrangement

(Plate 14) shows that the

of the fuselli, which involves a rapid widening of

wall of this part of the metasicula, at the growth

each fusellus close to its oblique suture. This, com¬

stage of the rhabclosome of H/2 thecae, is devoid

bined with the alternate overlap of the fuselli,

of an outer cortical deposit (although its proximal

results in an arcuate shape, thus forming a lobe

part is already coated by about five layers of cor¬

on the margin. This becomes thickened later so

tex). The only component of the wall is therefore

that the growth lines on it cannot be seen, even

the fusellar tissue. The fuselli are rather tall, quite

on strongly bleached specimens. The virgella be¬

variable in outline, and usually provided with a

longs to the class of fusellar structures that may be

broader base that overlaps the underlying fusellus.

considered a derivative of the ventral wall, and

A rather narrow “trunk” and a much wider “head,”

therefore to which two series of fuselli contribute

A

distal,

adapertural

sectioned longitudinally

part

of

the

(Plate

(difusellar; Urbanek, 1958). This difusellar nature

14: figures 2, 3). Structurally each fusellus is com¬

of a thickened, distal part of the virgella is difficult

posed of

to prove with the light microscope. However, ultra¬

which is clublike in section, can be seen

(1) a body of the fusellus made of the

fusellar fabric

(a dense mesh produced by coarse

fibrils as compared with Didymograptus sp.,

(2) a

microtome transverse sections through it reveal a
clear picture confirming the difusellar foundation

distinct, wide outer lamella} which by its dense

of the virgella

packing of fibrils produces a rather sharp contrast

part of the virgella is composed of fusellar fabric

to the material within the body, and (3) a distinct

and one can distinguish two fuselli—a larger one

outer pellicle made of homogeneous and electron-

and a smaller one

dense material

(Plate 14:

(Plate 16: figure 1). The central

(fj,

f2).

The larger fusellus

figure 3, arrow). The

(Fj) has a body made of loose fusellar fabric, and

outer lamella is especially well developed within

a dense outer lamella coated by a sheet which is

the “head” and the ‘“trunk” of the fuselli and is

the outer membrane of the fusellus. The smaller

less distinct or absent at the base of a given fusel¬

fusellus

lus, where it is covered only by the outer pellicle

outer lamella of densely crowded fibrils,

(f2

)is similar, with a rather indistinct
and a

(Plate 14: figure 3). The fibrils of the outer lamella

thick outer pellicle made of a strongly electron

are arranged normal to the outer membrane of

dense material. The larger fusellus almost entirely

the fuselli. The fuselli show a considerable overlap

overlaps the smaller one as is indicated by the

at

outer lamella of the former which embraces the

their

interfusellar

sutures,

the base

of each

fusellus overlapping the “head” of the subjacent

latter

(o). Both fuselli meet in the middle with

one at some distance. Spongy, fusellar fabric of

their outer pellicles producing by fusion a heavy,

the base rests immediately on the outer membrane

double, electron-dense line.

of the “head.” A thin and, at places, damaged,

This central fusellar component of the virgella

discontinuous coating made of one or two layers

is coated by a thick cortical component made of

of dense cortical fabric has been recognized on the

three to six layers unevenly distributed around the

inner surface of the distal part of the metasicula,

virgella. Some layers delimited by electron-dense

producing in this way a delicate lining.

membranes are made of a material very similar to

Elaborations

of

the

apertural

margin

of

the

the virgular fabric. The latter consists of tightly
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6. The thickened, distal portion of the virgella

packed, less dense fibrils and scanty, but electroncon¬

in P. dubius has a difusellar foundation and an

tinuous with the sheet material, giving a “cellular”

outer, layered envelope made of a compact fabric,

appearance

also resembling that of the virgula.

dense

interfibrillar
to

matrix,

the

tissue

which

(Plate

seems

16:

figure

2).

Although the fusellar component is clearly present
in the strongly thickened distal part, the tip of the

Ultrastructure of Thecae

virgella is probably made of cortical fabric alone.

Thecae are zooidal tubes or lodgings for blastoComparison and Conclusions Concerning the
Metasicula

zooids in a graptoloid colony. They display the
same

fundamental

structure

as

the

metasicula,

being composed of fusellar growth bands produced

1. Examination of ultrathin sections of the meta¬

by a regular superposition of ventral and dorsal

sicula in Didymograptus sp. and in P.' dubius re¬

zigzag sutures. The budding of the thecae

veals that considerable differences exist within their

of

respective fusellar tissues. The fuselli of the meta¬

arrangements)

sicula in the former are uniform and regularly

within graptolites

shaped, while in the latter they are more variable.

loids

Longitudinal cross sections show that the fuselli

but may be biform.

in Didymograptus sp. are parabolic in shape and

Didymograptus

lacking

an

outer

pellicle,

while

in

P.

appearance,

the

direction
displays

thecae

of

growth,

considerable

and

(order
final

differences

(Bulman, 1970). In the graptoare

essentially

sp.

represents

nonpolymorphic
a

dichograptid

dubius

type of development at the primitive bifidus stage

they are pear-shaped and provided with a distinct

(see Bulman, 1970:75 for definition), and Pristio-

outer pellicle. In both cases the fuselli have a

graptus dubius

distinct outer lamella that resembles the fuselli in

monograptid type of development

Acanthograptus sp. but differs from those in Dicty-

1970:79 for definition).

onema sp.

represents

The

ence in the onset of corticalization of the metasic¬
The

most

advanced

(see Bulman,

(Urbanek and Towe, 1974).

2. There are indications of a considerable differ¬
ula.

the

metasicula

of

the

Didymograptus

Thecae

in

Didymograptus

sp.

sp.

As is the case in the dichograptid type of devel¬

rhabdosome at the initial bud stage already has a

opment, the first theca appears by means of a so-

thin cortical coating made by an accumulation of

called

overlapping outer lamellae of the fuselli. In P

This is accomplished by the production of a circu¬

dubius the metasicula, at the growth stage of U/2

lar opening situated at the prosicula close to its

thecae, has an incipient cortex in

aperture. This opening or porus serves as a passage

its proximal

perforational

budding

(Kozlowski,

1949).

part but still lacks one in its distal part. This coat¬

to the exterior for the newly formed first blasto-

ing is made by the deposition of layers of cortical

zooid. Further deposition of fusellar strips around

fabric independent of the fuselli. Thus, the for-

the porus results in the formation of the early por¬

mation of the cortical deposit over the outer sur¬

tion of the first theca, the initial bud

face of the metasicula proceeds in two different

figure 2). The porus and the proximal portion of

ways in the species examined.

the initial bud situated on the prosicular wall,

3. In both species the metasicula has an inner

studied with

the

light microscope

in

(Plate 17:

transverse

cortical deposit which shows the same differences

microtome sections, show that the wall of the pro¬

in its mode of formation as does the outer one.

sicula is interrupted to produce the porus, which in

4. Internal ringlike thickenings of the metasicula
(metasicular black rings) in P
posed of a homogeneous

turn is covered by the domed wall of the initial

dubius are com¬

buck Ultramicrotome sections taken at about the

(crassal) fabric showing

same level and examined in the electron micro¬

only faint traces of layering.

scope show additional details. The wall of the pro¬

5. Apertural thickening of the metasicula exam¬

sicula at the margin of the porus ends unevenly.

ined on its dorsal apertural process in P. dubius

The outer and inner components terminate first,

consists of numerous layers of compact material

while the middle one composed of spongy fabric

resembling virgular fabric.

extends short filaments (f) from both sides into the
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(Plate 17: figure 1). The inner surface of

are superimposed over the adapical margin of the

the corners of the initial bud and the prosicula are

porus. The prosicular wall overlapped by the first

filled by a spongy fabric delimited into triangular

fusellus has a very thin outer component that is

fields by distinct growth lines

(Plate 6: figure

thicker on the free part of the prosicular wall.

2). This material has a fusellar aspect. In one case

Additional layers of this thicker cortical envelope

it was deposited in the form of a wedge-shaped

of the prosicula seem to be continuous with the

strip on the inside of the prosicula close to the

outer lamellae of the two most proximal fuselli of

porus, producing a rather long brushlike outgrowth

the initial bud. The outer lamellae of the adjacent

of spongy fabric penetrating the foramen.

fuselli overlap one another and extend farther into

porus

(c)

as seen

successive layers of the outer component of the

on Plate 6: figure 2, is composed almost exclusively

The wall of the initial bud proper

prosicula. The remaining fuselli do not participate

of cortical fabric, with very faint indications of

in the formation of the cortical envelope in the

remnants of spongy fusellar fabric on the inner

same way. This results in a decrease and eventual

surface. This is almost certainly the result of pres¬

disappearance of the cortical coating toward the

ervation since longitudinal sections through

the

growing margin of the initial bud. In this speci¬

initial bud in its very early stages of formation

men the last formed fusellus seems incomplete,

(some nine fuselli) clearly show its fusellar struc¬

consisting of the body of the fusellus alone, with

ture (Plate 17: figure 2). This figure is, moreover,

the outer lamella still lacking (Plate 6: figure 2).

highly informative with respect to the cortical com¬

The ultrastructure of the thecal wall has also

(b),

ponent of the wall of the initial bud (o). It is con¬

been

tinuous with the main part of the outer component

theca.

of the prosicula. The outer component of the pro¬

ventral wall reveal a series of surprisingly well-

sicular wall, preserved close to the porus and hidden

preserved fuselli

beneath the initial bud, is extremely thin and prob¬

ness of the wall increases distinctly toward the

ably made of only one layer of cortical fabric. But

aperture, the fuselli being initially tall and narrow

the outer component on the exposed outer surface

and later short and wide. Each fusellus is composed

of the prosicula and on the initial bud is much

of the body proper and a rather thin outer lamella.

thicker, with seven layers of the cortical material.

The former is made of a mesh of loose and delicate

This cortical envelope is common to the prosicula

fibrils, giving this fabric a definite fusellar aspect.

and the proximal part of the initial bud and layers

The latter, as in the fusellar tissue of the metasic¬

pass

without

ula, is produced by a condensation of fibrils, and

interruption. Judging from the superposition of

it delimits particular fuselli since the outer pellicle

the layers in the outer component of the wall of

enveloping the fuselli is lacking. Fuselli traced on

the prosicula at an area close to the porus, the bulk

the longitudinal sections through the theca display

of the cortical fabric has been deposited after the

a distinct asymmetry. The outer lamellae gently

formation of the porus and simultaneously with

slope toward the inner surface and steeply slope

the growth of the initial bud. Prior to the forma¬

toward the outer surface of the theca. Moreover,

tion of the porus the early prosicula was most

on the inner surface of the theca the outer lamellae

probably covered by a very thin outer component.

show very limited overlap and are sometimes very

The layers at the boundary of the pro- and metasi-

attenuated

cula show that a thin layer of the outer component

face, however, they overlap a number (5-6) of the

is overlain by the apertural thickening of the prosi¬

underlying fuselli (Plate 18: figure 1). This results

cula, and next to it by the first fusellus of the

in an accumulation of outer lamellae over the ex¬

metasicula. These relationships seem to indicate

ternal surface of the thecae, producing a peculiar

that the degree of corticalization of the outer sur¬

kind of cortex (Plate 18: figure 2). It is composed

face in the early prosicula is rather low. Further

of five or six layers of cortical-like fabric, with an

deposition of cortical fabric over the outer surface

essentially

of the prosicula coincides with the budding of the

layer is an extension of an outer lamella of a given

first theca. These sections, through an early growth

fusellus.

stage of the initial bud, reveal that the first fuselli

distance below the base of one fusellus and give

from

the

bud

into

the

prosicula

examined
Here

in

a

distal,

longitudinal

strongly

sections

carbonized

through

the

(Plate 18: figure 1). The thick¬

(Plate 18: figure 1). On the outer sur¬

ordered

arrangement

Particular lamellae

of fibrils.

taper

out

at

Each
some
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way in the next layer to an extension of the outer

by depressions

(Plate 19: figure 2). In places the

lamella of an overlying fusellus. In this way a cor¬

cortex exceeds

the fusellar component

tical coating of rather uniform thickness is formed

three times in thickness. Each layer is composed

on the outer side of the ventral wall of the thecae.

of loosely packed fibrils, uniformly arranged within

The mode of formation of this particular cortical

each layer, but showing different orientations in

twice or

distinctly

successive layers. The prevailing orientation of the

(cortex) in

fibrils is oblique or transverse. Rarely is it paral¬

1974). In

lel with respect to the main axis of the theca. Ad¬

the latter the fuselli on both sides are completely

jacent cortical fibrils are interconnected by numer¬

closed systems devoid of the addition of any outer

ous

lamellae. In the former, fuselli provided with a

spaces.

distinct outer lamellae are closed systems on their

formed into larger fissures between the fibrils. The

inner surface but open systems on their outer sur¬

fabric within the layers of the cortex in P dubius

face, thus producing through considerable overlap

is

a separate layer of outer cortical fabric, which is

oblique striation observed on the fibrils in the vir-

in fact an extension of the outer lamella. Although

gular fabric is not seen here. The layers of the cor¬

this coating differs from true cortex in its mode

tex are separated by distinct sheets associated with

of origin, it is nevertheless composed of cortical

fissure-like

fabric. The chief structural difference is the uni¬

which is a special feature of the cortical tissue in

form orientation of the fibrils in all layers trans¬

P. dubius (see above description of the cortex in

coating

in

Diclymograptus

sp.

differs

from that in the outer cortical tissue
Dictyonemci sp.

(Urbanek and Towe,

transverse
At

rods

some

therefore

that

places

genuinely

admembrane

span
these

the

spaces

cortical.

spaces,

interfibrillar
are

The

the

trans¬

delicate

presence

of

verse to the long axis of the theca. In the cortex of

the metasicula). This feature is probably primary

the dendroids their orientation is variable.

but could also be preservational. In a few cases an

The outer cortical deposit of the thecae in Did-

electron-dense sheet is associated with one layer

ymograptus sp. is generally rather thin, and in

but the adjacent layer is lacking it. This could

spite of the strong “carbonization” the fuselli are

result from a mechanical separation

generally discernible without bleaching. As seen

of the two primarily fused layers. In the majority

in the light microscope, bleached specimens show

of cases, however, both layers are separated by a

a greater accumulation of the outer deposit on the

fissure and are provided with their own electron-

dorsal surface of the stipe. Whether this deposit

dense sheets. The origin of the fissure separation

was formed by condensation of the overlapping

may be related to a process involving the forma¬

outer lamellae or was deposited in the form of

tion of these structures by coalescence of the vesi¬

independent layers of cortical fabric has not been

cles along zones of weakness. The origin of the

established from the sections studied.

numerous dark and irregular bodies within these

(detachment)

zones is unknown and they appear to be restricted
The Thecae in Pristiograptus dubius

to the cortex.
Tangential sections reveal additional details of

The ultrastructure of a heavily corticalized the¬

the ultrastructure of the cortical fabric. The exag¬

cal wall has been studied in longitudinal sections

geration of the thickness on such sections shows

through strongly carbonized proximal parts of an

that the cortical fibrils pass just beneath the sheet

older rhabdosome

into an irregular network

sists of:

(Plate 19: figures 1, 2). It con¬

(1) a cortex

(c), composed of six to ten

(m) and that the sheet

fabric is not quite homogeneous but rather very

layers of cortical fabric deposited over the outer

densely reticulated

surface of the fuselli, (2) a fusellar component (f),

tails are not readily discernible in transverse or

and

longitudinal sections.

(3) a rather thin, and not always preserved,

(Plate 20: figure 1). Such de¬

inner cortical deposit (i) made of one or two layers

Elevations observed on the outer surface of the

of cortical fabric laid down over the inner surface

cortex are due to either an increased number of

of the thecae.

layers of cortical fabric or a greater thickness of

The cortex is surprisingly uneven, showing nu¬

the layers or both. The fusellar component pro¬

merous local swellings that express themselves on

vides some input in the formation of such eleva¬

the external surface as distinct elevations followed

tions through the protrusion of the “heads” of the
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projection

perimembrane fissures. The compact material in

which is later emphasized by the overlying cortex.

these layers is not unlike that of the virgular fabric.

The fusellar component of the thecal wall con¬

This compact layered material surrounds the mar¬

sists of fuselli that are similar to those observed in

gin of the interthecal septum and is discernible in

the distal part of the metasicula. Morphologically

the center of the thickening as an accumulation of

they could be subdivided into a lower base, a mid¬

the spongy material.

fuselli

outward,

thus

producing

a

dle trunk, and an upper head, while structurally

The prothecal portion of the theca first shows a

they consist of a body, an outer lamella, and an

finger-like outgrowth stretching toward the thecal

outer sheet (Plate 19). The body is made of fusel¬

cavity (Plate 20: figure 2). Although the nature of

lar fabric, which marginally gives way to the corti¬

this appendage is obscure, it recapitulates the peri-

cal fabric of the outer lamella. The transition of a

dermal materials being composed of an intercala¬

single fibril of mesh material within the body of

tion of fusellar and cortical fabrics, the latter in

the fusellus into one of the uniformly oriented

both a loose and compact form. The structure in

fibrils of the outer lamella has been observed many

question demonstrates the zooidal potential for a

times

(Plate 19: figures 1, 2, arrows). The fabric

local reversal from the secretion of fusellar fabric

within the outer lamella is genuinely cortical and

to the secretion of cortical fabric and vice versa,

the outer lamella does not differ from the adja¬

and shows also the transition from loose into com¬

cent layers of the cortex. The outer lamella is

pact cortical fabric.

rather thin within the base, is better developed

Transverse microtome sections through a young

within the trunk, and is thickest within the head.

rhabdosome

A distinct outer sheet, produced by an electron-

mode of junction of theca 2 to the sicula. A grow¬

dense,

each

ing margin of the prothecal portion of theca 2 is

fusellus. Few intersheet vesicles have been observed

shown. This somewhat obliquely oriented section

in association with the outer sheet of the fuselli.

through the last formed fusellus shows its mode of

Since the degree of overlap of the fuselli at their

fusion with the wall of the metasicula. A thin wall

interfusellar sutures is usually slight,

the inner

that corresponds to the trunk of the fusellus is

primarily

made of a compact material, the two outer lamellae

cortical

homogeneous material

deposits

always

are probably formed

coats

(at

U/2

theca

stage)

illustrate

the

through independent deposition of a few layers of

leaving

cortical fabric, differing from that in the cortex

(Plate 21: figure 3). This compact wall divides at

only by its less distinct sheets.

the junction with the wall of the metasicula (S) to

Longitudinal
septum

sections

through

an

interthecal

produce

little

a

space

for

characteristic

dense

mesh

bifurcation

material

(Plate

21:

(between thecae 1 and 2) of an old rhab-

figure 3, arrow). Each wall is made of an outer

dosome reveal it as a very thin lamella that has

lamella and some subjacent spongy material, both

not been formed at a single fusellar wall. It shows

of which merge with the wall of the metasicula to

traces of a bilayered or even multilayered structure,

become its outermost layers. The triangular space

which most probably is the result of the secondary

outlined by the bifurcation of the fusellus and the

deposition of fusellar strips over the primary wall

wall of the metasicula is filled with a very loose

(Plate 21: figure 2). The small, wedge-shaped, so-

fibrous material. The head of the fusellus is seen

called “intercalary fuselli”, described by Walker

as a clublike extension having a somewhat larger

(1953)

and

Urbanek

(1958)

in

the

interthecal

septa of some monograptids, might be thus only

amount of the dense mesh material within it (Plate
21: figure 3).

partly intercalary and partly the result of addi¬
tional fuselli laid down over the surface of the
primary interthecal septum.
The free edge of the interthecal septum is usually
strongly thickened to produce a characteristic club¬

Comparison and Conclusions Concerning
the Thecae

1. The specimens studied reveal a somewhat con¬

(Plate 21: figure 1). It is composed

tradictory picture for the formation of the cortex

of about 15 layers of a compact material, each layer

in Didymograptus sp. Ultrathin sections, through

being separated by a distinct electron-dense sheet,

a growing initial bud, show that the earliest fuselli

frequently associated with a number of vesicles or

produce a thin cortical coating through an overlap

like structure
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of their outer lamellae. This is continuous with

as a skeletal framework (the clathrium) composed

that over the prosicula. At the growing margin,

of delicate lists. The skeletal lists are arranged

however, they show no such overlap and no other

according to a regular geometric pattern, which is

outer cortical deposit. Any subsequent cortical fab¬

characteristic of particular genera and species of

ric, therefore, could be laid down only over these

this group of retiolitids (Plectograptinae). For de¬

fuselli. In contrast to this, the distal thecae show

tails

formation of the cortex simultaneously with the

Holoretiolites, see Munch (1931), Eisenack (1951),

growth of the fuselli through a subsequent overlap

Boucek and Miinch

of

the

construction

of

the

clathrium

in

(1952).

and accumulation of their outer lamellae. Consid¬

Scanning electron micrographs (Plate 22: figures

eration of these data, together with the results ob¬

1, 2) show that the surface of the lists producing

tained for the metasicula where the primary outer

the clathrium in H. mancki is covered by numer¬

cortical coating is very thin, indicate a heteroge¬

ous blunt spines arranged in parallel longitudinal

neity in the formation of the cortex at different

rows. Each row is separated by grooves from the

places within a single rhabdosome. Further study

adjacent ones, and the spines within a particular

is necessary, however, to establish this conclusion.

row situated one over the other are connected by

2. It seems safe to conclude that the formation
of the cortex in the distal thecae of Didymograptus

ridges.

This

produces

the

characteristic

spinose

appearance of the lists.

P.

A series of ultramicrotome sections through the

dnbius the entire cortex is formed independently

middle part of the clathrium brings out the ultra-

from the outer lamellae of the fuselli, while in

structural pattern of the lists

Didymograptus it is produced as a result of the

Plate

overlapping of the outer lamellae of the fuselli.

and ventral lists and longitudinal sections through

sp.

is different

from

that of P

dubius.

In

3. The present study supplies more evidence to
support an earlier hypothesis by the authors

(Ur-

23).

Transverse

sections

(Plate 22: figure 3;
through

arched, upper lists of the apertural loop
in

Eisenack’s

(1951)

terminology)

diagonal
(Briicke,

demonstrate

banek and Towe, 1974) for a close chemical rela¬

that the different rods of the skeletal network in

tionship between the cortical and fusellar fibrils.

H. mancki are made of the same fabric and show

In a number of cases within a single fusellus, a

the same pattern. Both of these deviate from ‘'nor¬

continuous

mal”

passage

from

irregularly

arranged

fusellar fibrils of the body of the fusellus into the
more or less ordered fibrils of the outer lamella of
the fusellus has been observed

graptoloid

periderm,

being

constructed of

virgular fabric as earlier defined.
The lists are composed of a number of layers

(comp. Plate 19:

made of two different materials. Fibrous layers are

figures 1, 2, arrows). A single wavy fusellar fibril

made of a polytypic material composed of peculiar

may pass in this way into a straight fibril in the

fibrils

outer lamella, this having a distinct cortical ap¬

and electron-dense matrix. They are separated by

pearance. Such a passage may be indicative, in

layers made solely of homogeneous and electron-

spite of the differences in physical appearance, for

dense matrix

an essentially similar chemical

nature

(f)

(Plate 23) embedded in a homogeneous

(M) and are therefore monotypic.

for both

Transverse sections through diagonal and ven¬

fibrous materials in the graptolite periderm. The

tral lists of the clathrium reveal that these are

cortical fibrils within the outer lamella are occa¬

rods that are rounded or reniform in outline, con¬

sionally spanned by transverse rods considered to

cave on the internal surface, and convex on the

be related to the ground substance, but the fusellar
fibrils lack such traces. This supports the concept
that the matrix was responsible for the ordered
arrangement of fibrils and for keeping them in
register (Urbanek and Towe, 1974).

external surface. Each rod is composed of some
four to six well-defined fibrous layers and a few
additional, rather thin, “intercalary” fibrous layers
(Plate 22: figure 3). These layers were deposited
hemiperipherially on the outer surface of the inter¬
nal groove, which results in a crescentric shape

Ultrastructure of the Clathrium in Holoretiolites

of each fibrous layer. Adjacent fibrous layers are

In marked contrast to the graptoloids described

separated by a rather wide layer made of homo¬

above, the periderm of Holoretiolites exists only

geneous matrix material. The formation of each

23
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list started with the deposition of the first fibrous

(Plate 24:

figure 2) produces a uniform pattern

layer outlining the internal groove and ended with

of delicate electron-dense bands obliquely oriented

the secretion of the most external homogeneous

with respect to the main axis of the fibril. The

layer. The spines present on the surface of the rods

vertical repeat distance is approximately 700 A.

are made entirely of this latter material. These

Towe and Urbanek (1972) have emphasized that

were formed in the later stages of the growth of

the fibrils of the cortical fabric are collagen-like

the list. Since traces of their presence appear only

and

on penultimate (or rarely on next to penultimate)

invertebrate

homogeneous layers

figure 3, arrows),

fibrils of the virgular fabric discussed here and

the external surface of the lists in the early stages

throughout this paper present difficulties as regards

of their formation were smooth and the surface of

their

the internal groove was smooth as well.

extant fibrous materials. Obliquely banded fibrils

(Plate 22:

may

represent

one

collagen

biochemical

of

many

materials.

or

varieties

However,

biophysical

affinity

of
the

with

The structural details of the fibrils within the

are a structural feature of the keratin class of

fibrous layers of the lists of the clathrium deserve

proteins and have been observed in reconstituted

special

cartilage

attention.

Transverse

sections

show

the

collagen

(Bruns,

Trelstad,

and

fibrils to be rounded, slightly elongated, or in cer¬

1973), as well as in paramyosin filaments

tain cases somewhat angular

and

(Plate 24: figure 1).

Lowy,

1969;

Cohen,

Gross,
(Elliott

Szent-Gyorgyi,

and

In contrast to the cortical fibrils, or to the fibrils

Kendrick-Jones, 1971). But no materials known to

in the virgula of Pristiograptus dubius, they are

us, including the above-mentioned fibrous proteins,

not uniformly thick. Thinner fibrils are scattered

show a cross-sectioned pattern identical

to

among the thicker ones

displayed

stellate-

(Plate 24: figure 1). The

by

the

virgular

fabric.

This

that

lateral ends of the crescent-shaped fibrous layers

septate ultrastructure is, as far as we know, unique.

are usually made of somewhat thinner fibrils than

The similarities with keratins are few and the

those in the main portion of the fibrous layer.

paramyosins, being muscle proteins, can be ruled

Some fibrils are rather loosely dispersed and sepa¬

out because of functional considerations. The ver¬

rated from each other by abundant matrix. This

tical d-repeat of the oblique bands measures ap¬

material fills the interfibrillar spaces as a compact

proximately 700 A and this compares favorably

mass without being organized into interfibrillar

with

rods, and this is another notable feature of the

tion). The packing of the fibrils together, with

fibrous material encountered in the clathrium of

their cross-sectional diameter

averaging

H. mancki.

provides

in

Transverse sections bring out the ultrastructure

collagens

(B.

additional

Doyle,

personal

features

communica¬
1500

common

A,

with

collagens. Their structural support function is also

of the fibrils. Each fibril appears as an electron-

consistent. In extant organisms,

lucent

electron-dense

strongly oblique banding in native collagens is un¬

matrix (Plate 24: figure 2). Each is provided with

certain because of the possibility of mechanical

numerous delicate septations, made of an electron-

deformations induced during fixation and speci¬

dense material probably continuous with the mat¬

men preparation, but its presence in reconstituted

rix

cartilage

spot

on

a

background

of

(Plate 1: figure 2; Plate 24: figure 1). These

septations

are

not

quite

radially

arranged,

but

show a more or less pronounced, bilateral arrange¬

collagen

(Bruns,

the presence of

Trelstad

and

Gross,

1973) shows that undistorted structures of this type
are possible.

The

alternative

to

a

collagen-like

to¬

fibril for these graptoloid materials would be a

ward the center of the fibrils from two sides. The

new type of fibrous material, unknown to date

same feature examined on longitudinal

in living organisms.

ment,

being

frequently

V-shaped,

stretching

sections
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Plate 2.—Didyinograplus sp.: 1, Transverse section of the ncma (X 3,800); 2, longitudinal sec¬
tion of the nema near the apex of prosicula
that fills the internal canal (arrows).

(X

14,000), showing growth lines in the material

Plate 3.—Didymograptus sp.:

1, Structural features of the wall of neraa, as seen on oblique

section (X 7,000) (m = mesh material); 2, details of particular layers showing sheet fabric (s)
and intrasheet vesicles

(v)

(X 11,500); 3, cortical fibrils recognized within a layer

(X 32,500).

Plate 4.—Pristiograptus dubius (Suess): 1, Transverse sections of the virgula showing a narrow

internal canal (X 8,100); 2, porous material filling this canal (X 8,600) (f = artifacts produced
by folding of the ultrathin section over the grid).

Plate 5.—Didymograptus sp., structure of prosicula: 1, 2, Light micrographs showing transverse

sections near the apex

(X 800) and in the middle part

(X 600); 3, 4, electron micrographs

showing transverse sections through the prosicular wall with a relatively thick
thin

(X

5,500) and

(X 8,300) inner component (i = inner component, m = middle component, o = outer

component).

Plate 6.—Didymograptus sp., structural details of the prosicula:

within the middle component of the prosicular wall
porus and the initial bud (X 10,600)

(X

1, 2, Growth line recognized

32,200) and wall of prosicula near

(B — wall of initial bud, c = material filling the comer

of the initial bud, g = growth lines, i = inner component, o = outer component, P = wall of
prosicula, m = middle component).

2
Plate 7 —Didymograptus sp„ structure of the apical part of the prosicula and the base of nema:
1, Electron micrograph showing longitudinal section near the apex of prosicula

(X 4,400); 2,

light micrograph showing a transverse section through the apex prosiculae and revealing the
diaphragm

(X 800)

(d = diaphragm, arrows indicate growth lines within middle component

of prosicula and loose material filling the canal of nema).

f

t* 9
t

e

a

1

Fla

ii.

8.—Didymograptus sp., structure of apertural part of ttic prosicula: 1, Light micrograph

showing longitudinal section of the sicula with distinct apertural thickening of the prosicula
(X 130); 2, electron micrograph showing longitudinal section at the boundary of the prosicula
and mclasicula

(X

26,700)

(a

=

apertural thickening of prosicula, f

bud, m = metasicula, p = prosicula).

=

fusel I i, i

=

initial

Plate 9.—Didymograptus sp.: 1, 2, Ultrastructure of membranaceous vesicles

on transverse sections (X 7,000; X 8,400)

(O = enigmatic ovoid body).

(“blisters”) as seen

WW*
Plate 10.—Pristiograptus dubius

(Suess), ultrastructural features of the prosicula as seen on

transverse sections: 1, Section through a longitudinal rod of the prosicula situated in the apical
part

(X

12,200); 2, some details of the prosicular material

recognized within middle part of the prosicula

(X 14,300)

(X

27,600); 3, vesicular material

(v = vesicular material).

Plate

11.—Didymograptus sp., longitudinal

sections showing the structure of metasicula:

Light micrograph showing the fuselli of the metasicula

(X

showing the fuselli of the metasicula in the middle part of the wall
aperture (X 4,000).

1,

800); 2, 3, electron micrographs
(X

10,200) and at the
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Plate

tat.
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13.—Pristiograptus dubius

(Sucss), ultrastructural features of the mctasicula:

verse section at the level of the internal thickening
the adjacent internal thickening
thickening

(X

9,000)

(c =

(X

(X

1, Trans¬

16,300); 2, transverse section between

18,700); 3, longitudinal section at the level of internal

outer cortical deposit

fusellar fabric, t = internal thickening).

(cortex), i

—

inner cortical deposit, f

=

Plate 14.—Pristiograplus dubius

(Sucss), structure of metasicula as examined on longitudinal

sections: A light micrograph showing wall of metasicula

(X

800); 2, 3, electron micrographs

showing fuselli (X 5,100) and structural details on their boundary (X 17,000) (b = base of the
fusellus, h

= “head” of the fusellus, t = “trunk” of the fusellus, o

indicates the outer pellicle).

= outer lamella, arrow

ft

#

ft.

Plate 15.—Pristiograptus dubius

- A. or-

.'.rmsm-imrs, * *

(Suess), longitudinal sections showing the thickening on the

dorsal apertural process of the metasicula: 1, A light micrograph
graph (X 10,400).

(X 800); 2, an electron micro¬

mm
V*'

Plate

16.—Pristiograptus dubius

-

(Suess), ultrastructure of the virgella:

transverse section (X 10,000); 2, details of its cortical coating (X 30,000)

1, As examined on
(c = cortical coating,

Fj, Fo = larger and smaller fusellus, o = outer lamella of the larger fusellus).

Plate 17.—Didymograptus sp., prosicular wall at the porus region:

1, Shows filaments of the

middle component inside the porus (X 4,400); 2, shows initial bud in its relation to the wall of
prosicula as seen on transverse section (X 4,100)

(f = filaments of the middle component, i =

initial bud, o = outer component of prosicula, p = wall of prosicula).

Plate

18.—Didymograptus

sp.,

ultrastructure

of

thecal

wall

section: 1, Arrangement of fuselli and outer cortical deposit
the cortex (X 35,300)

as

examined

on

longitudinal

(X 5,500); 2, structural details of

(c = cortex, F = fuselli; arrows indicate outer lamellae).

Plate 19.—Pristiograptus dubius

(Suess), ultrastructure of thecal walls as examined on longi¬

tudinal section: 1, Shows main components of the thecal wall (X 9,800); 2, shows uneven surface
of the cortex (X 6,700)

(i = inner cortical lining of the thecae, f = fusellar component, c =

cortex, arrows indicate a passage of fusellar fibrils in the main body of fusellus into cortical
fibrils in its outer lamella).

Plate 20.—Prisliograptus dubius

(Suess), ultrastructure of the cortical fabric:

1, as seen on

tangential section (X 25,300); 2, a variety of peridermal material recognized in an internal out¬
growth inside the first theca

(X

14,000)

(c = cortical fibrils

(in 1) or cortical fabric

f = fusellar fabric (in 2), m = mesh, arrow indicates an intersheet space).

(in 2);

Plate 21.—Pristiograptus dubius

(Suess), ultrastructure of an intrathecal septum as seen on
longitudinal sections: 1, shows thickening of its margin (X 4,300); 2, shows multilayered middle
portion (X 6,400); 3, shows mode of junction of theca 2 to the sicula as seen on transverse
section (X 8,300) (arrows indicate a bifurcation of fusellus near the junction, s = sicula).
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22.—Holoretiolites m'anchi (Munch): 1, 2, Spinose outgrowths on the surface of the lists
of the clathrium as seen in scanning electron microscope (X 850; X 1,800); 3, ultrastructure of
a ventral list examined with transmission electron microscope on transverse section (X 9,000)
Plate

(arrows indicate spines).
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Plate 23.—Holoretiolites mancki

(Munch), a longitudinal section through an apertural loop

(X 14,000) F = fibrous component, M = matrix component; arrow points to a spine).

24.—Holoretiolites manchi (Munch): 1, 2, Ultrastructure of the fibrous component of the
virgular fabric as seen on transverse (X 43,000) and longitudinal (X 43,000) sections of the
rods of the clathrium.
Plate
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